Course Overview

Land use planners must respond to changing conditions and evolving knowledge of environmental systems and economic, political, and development forces. They apply technical and political skills, problem-solving, and creativity to the process of creating a common vision for the future. They must propose solutions for reconciling multiple and often conflicting goals and for addressing social equity. The concepts and methods that planners apply today will have durable consequences; the decisions and plans of today will continue to influence the development, transportation, and development patterns of communities into the future.

This course provides an overview of land use planning concepts, frameworks, institutions, movements, and methods. Students gain an understanding of land use planning at multiple scales, from statewide frameworks to local and regional government plans to small area plans. The course covers comprehensive planning methods and urban systems. It is intended to provide familiarity and proficiency with a wide range of concepts and hands-on experience in applying geographic information systems (GIS) and decision support tools to land use planning processes.
Course Format

This course includes both lecture and seminar-style class discussion. There are required geographic information systems (GIS) and planning support system labs. GIS experience is not required. Students at all levels of proficiency with GIS are welcome.

Most lectures and discussions will take place in Sibley 101. We will also move to the 3rd floor lab of Sibley hall for some lab instruction and activities.

Learning Objectives

- Purpose and Meaning of Planning: appreciation of why planning is undertaken by communities, cities, regions, and nations, and the impact planning is expected to have.
- Plan Creation and Implementation: integrative tools useful for sound plan formulation, adoption, and implementation and enforcement.
- The Future: understanding of the relationships between past, present, and future in intervention to influence the future.
- Governance and Participation: appreciation of the roles of officials, stakeholders, and community members in planned change.
- Sustainability and Environmental Quality: appreciation of natural resource and pollution control factors in planning, and understanding of how to create sustainable futures.
- Growth and Development: appreciation of economic, social, and cultural factors in urban and regional growth and change.
- Social Justice: appreciation of equity concerns in planning.
- Quantitative and Qualitative Methods: data collection, analysis and modeling tools for forecasting, policy analysis, and design of projects and plans.

Required Texts and Materials

The following are required textbooks. They are also on reserve at the Fine Arts library.

- Additional readings will be provided.

You should also have an external USB drive that can be used for saving GIS related-work.

Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly Lab Exercises</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scales of Land Use Planning or SWOT Poster</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midterm Poster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Version</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plan Evaluation Project 25%
  Plan Evaluation Proposal (including criteria)
  Presentation
  Final Paper
Final Take-Home Quiz 10%
Class Participation 10%

Classroom Policies

Laptops - You may bring a laptop to class; however, do not use for unrelated e-mail checking, social media, or other irrelevant and distracting tasks.

Attendance – You are expected to be in class and participate. In the event of an illness or family emergency, you must send an e-mail indicating the reason for your absence. Absences will affect your grade. More than two unexcused absences will result in a failing grade.

Academic Integrity – Your work must be your own. When you use a map, photograph, or diagram from another source or when you quote text, you must provide a reference to the artist or author. All of your work should be consistent with Cornell’s Code of Academic Integrity, available here: http://cuinfo.cornell.edu/Academic/AIC.html.

Note to students with disabilities: If you have a disability-related need for reasonable academic adjustments in this course, please provide the instructor with an accommodation notification letter from Student Disability Services as soon as possible. A notification letter should be provided within the first two weeks of the semester or from the occurrence of an injury or illness. I would like to invite you to set up a meeting with me to discuss needed accommodations in a confidential environment. If you have not done so already, I encourage you to meet with Student Disability Services for disability verification and determination of reasonable accommodations.

Teamwork – Although this is not a studio course, you will be expected to participate in two team exercises. The best work is typically the outcome of regularly scheduled meetings and active and cooperative team work. Your teammates will be asked to evaluate your participation and this will be figured into your participation grade.
Tentative Course Schedule

The contents of this syllabus may shift throughout the semester to enhance class learning objectives and outcomes. If changes are made in the readings or assignments, this information will be communicated as early as possible.

Thursday, January 23
Week 1 - Class Overview
- Introductions, review of class structure.
- No readings due.
- Instructions for Lab 1 posted on Blackboard. You must have your digital files ready to be reviewed in class on Thursday, January 30.

Tuesday, January 28
Week 2a – Frameworks for Land Use Planning; Scales and Types of Land Use Plans
Readings due for class:
- ULUP Chapters 1, 2, and first part of 3 to page 69.

Optional:
- ELUPM Chapters 1.

Thursday, January 30
Week 2b – Statewide Smart Growth Policies, Growth Management
Labs:
- **Lab 1 will be reviewed in class.** Have your lab exercise completed and either on a USB drive or on your laptop. We will first meeting in Sibley 101 and then go to the lab to review your completed lab.
- Lab 2 distributed and due next Thurs.

Readings due for class:
- ELUPM 649-664.

Tuesday, February 4
Week 3a - Local Government Comprehensive Plans

*Guest Speaker - David Kay.*

**To do:**

- Upload to Blackboard submit a one paragraph proposal for a SWOT or Scales of Land Use Planning poster. Include team members.
- Prepare questions for David Kay on Smart Growth and comprehensive planning in New York State and about the City of Ithaca’s comprehensive planning process. This is an excellent opportunity to grill an expert on the state of comprehensive planning locally.

**Readings due for class:**

- ELUPM pages 601-609.
- Read about the City of Ithaca’s comprehensive planning process: [http://www.cityofithaca.org/departments/planning/projects/compplan.cfm](http://www.cityofithaca.org/departments/planning/projects/compplan.cfm)
- Skim an additional comprehensive plan. Links will be provided on Blackboard.

Thursday, February 6
Week 3b – Regional Planning

**Labs:**

- Lab 2 due.
- Lab 3 distributed.

**Readings due for class:**

- ELUPM pages 635-649.
- Knaap, Gerrit-Jan and Rebecca Lewis. “Chapter 7: Regional Planning for Sustainability and Hegemony of Metropolitan Regionalism” in *Regional Planning in America: Practice and Prospect.*
February 11
Week 4a – Urban Form and Density

Readings due for class:


February 13
Week 4b – Zoning, Form-Based Codes, and Other Forms of Plan Implementation; Site Analysis

Labs:

- Lab 3 due.

Readings due for class:

- ELUPM pages 609 (beginning with Conventional Land Use Regulations) to page 633.
- Skim New York City Zoning Handbook (on Blackboard).

February 18
No class – winter break

February 20
Week 5 – Plan Evaluation

Labs:

Lab 4 distributed.

Readings due for class:

- ULUP pages 69-83.


Optional

February 25
Week 6a – Plan-making Process and Participation; Existing Conditions Community Inventories and Planning/Decision Support Systems and Indicators

Readings due for class:

- ELUPM - Chapter 4, 5
- ULUP – Chapter 4

February 27
Week 6b- Population Trends, Future Demand for Housing and Jobs

Labs:

- Lab 4 due.
- Lab 5 distributed.

Readings due for class:

- ULUP – Chapter 5, 7

March 4
Week 7a - Environmental Systems: Soils, Agriculture and Food Systems

Guest Speaker: Becca Jablonski.

Readings due for class:

- ULUP Chapter 6: Environmental Systems
- ELUPM Chapter 6: Soils, Agriculture, and Land Use
March 6
Week 7b - Environmental Systems: Water, Green Infrastructure and Low Impact Development

**Due: You must bring your Midterm Poster to class.**

Labs:
- Lab 5 due.
- Lab 6 distributed.

Readings due for class:
- ELUPM Chapters 7-9

March 11
8a -- Landscape and Urban Ecology; Parks and Open Space Planning; Land Conservation

**Due: Proposal for Plan Evaluation must be uploaded to Blackboard by the beginning of class.**

**Guest Speaker: Roana Tirado.**

Readings due for class:
- ELUPM Chapter 10-11 + 15

Thursday, March 13
Week 8b- Complete Transportation Systems

Labs:
- Lab 6 due.
- Lab 7 distributed.

Lab 6 distributed Readings due for class:
- ULUP chapter 8


- New York State Department of Transportation, Complete Streets [https://www.dot.ny.gov/programs/completestreets](https://www.dot.ny.gov/programs/completestreets)
- National Complete Streets Coalition: [http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/complete-streets](http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/complete-streets)

March 18
Week 9a - Scenario Planning Tools

*Special virtual guests from Fregonese Associates - Introduction to Envision Tomorrow*

Readings due for class:

- Envision Tomorrow readings posted on Blackboard

*You are invited! (Optional, but recommended activity) on Wednesday, March 19 – 4:15 pm in Sibley 115.*

Join us in the Cities Place Technology seminar where we will have the *Virtual Guest Speaker: Brad Barnett from PlaceMatters. He will be talking about the use of open web and GIS based planning tools.*

March 20
Week 9b Envision Tomorrow II

**Labs:**

- Lab 7 due.
- Lab 8 distributed.

**Readings:**

- Continue with Envision Tomorrow Readings and exercises

March 25
Week 10a Activity Centers and Employment Centers; Commercial Uses

**Readings due for class:**

- ULUP Chapter 12
You are invited! (Optional, but recommended activity) on Wednesday, March 26 at 4:15 in Sibley 115

Join us in the Cities Place Technology seminar where we will have the Virtual Guest Speaker: Garlynn Woodsong from Calthorpe Associates talking about regional scenario planning and the open source land use scenario planning tools UrbanFootprint and Rapid Fire.

March 27
Week 10b- Industrial Uses, Brownfields

Labs:
- Lab 8 due.
- Lab 9 distributed.

Readings due for class:

Spring Break

April 8

Week 11a - Residential Communities, Affordable Housing

- ULUP Chapter 13
- Skim Vermont Housing Assessment Guide

You are invited! (Optional, but recommended activity) on Wednesday, April 9 at 4:15 in Sibley 115

Eric Brady and Kimberly Baptiste from Bergmann Associates to talk about the use of 3D in professional practice.
April 10
Week 11b - Climate Change, Natural Hazards, and Resilience

Melanie Sand to facilitate. Dr. Minner out of town.
Labs:
  - Lab 9 due.
  - Lab 10 distributed.

Readings
  - ELUPM Chapters 12, 13

April 15
Week 12a - Methods of Modeling the Urban Change; Land Suitability, Build Out, and Susceptibility to Change

Readings due:

April 17
Week 12b – Assessing Building Stock; Infill, Redevelopment and Retrofitting

Labs:
  - Lab 10 due.
  - Lab 11 distributed. This lab is optional and is offered for extra credit (10 points).

April 22
Week 13a - Green Buildings, Green Neighborhoods, EcoDistricts; Downtown Revitalization, Main Streets, and Historic Preservation, Conservation Districts

- Skim: http://ecodistricts.org/
- Read about the National Mainstreet Program: http://www.preservationnation.org/main-street/about-main-street/#.Utlfx7Qo6pp

April 24
Week 13b – Locally Unwanted Land Uses; Equity

Labs:
- Lab 11 due. (Optional)

Readings Due:


April 29
Week - 14a – Land Use Ethics


May 1
Week - 14b

Student Presentations

May 6
Week 15

Student Presentations
Final Poster Due in Class.

Course Wrap Up (Last Class)
Assignments

Assignment requirements and due dates are subject to adjustments throughout the semester. Additional instructions will be given in class and posted on blackboard.

Lab Exercises

Lab exercises are assigned throughout the semester and are aimed at providing hands on experience with planning analysis and GIS. These exercises are related to the Scales of Land Use Planning poster assignment.

Scales of Planning or SWOT poster (Team project – no more than 4 students per team)

In this assignment, you will create either a Scales of Planning or a SWOT poster.

Option 1. Scales of Planning

This is a poster that moves from an individual development parcel or site; to an activity center, node, or corridor; to citywide context; to regional scale. For the individual parcel or site, you may select a new development or you could select a site with development potential.

You may incorporate graphics from existing plans and other sources; however, you will be expected to generate original maps, diagrams, and text.

A final version of the poster is due at the end of the term. The final version should incorporate concepts and analysis that you learn toward the end of the semester. It should demonstrate the application of at least one GIS-based or decision support methods of analysis.

Option 2. SWOT poster

This option involves the creation of a strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats (SWOT) poster. Examples of this type of poster will be provided in class. This poster provides a snapshot of the “state of the community.” Like the “Scales of Planning” poster, it should give some sense that you understand the statewide and regional context for planning.

The first version of your poster is due at midterm. You will share your midterm poster in class for peer review.

A final version of the poster is due at the end of the term. The final version should incorporate concepts and analysis that you learn toward the end of the semester. It should demonstrate the application of at least one GIS-based or decision support methods of analysis.
Plan Evaluation (Team Project)

Your task, as a team, is to become intimately familiar with a land use plan and assess according to criteria that you articulate within the final project.

1. Provide background information about the plan. When did the planning process occur? Who initiated it? Who was responsible for drafting the plan? How was the plan adopted? Has it been implemented? Who are the “winners and losers” in this plan?

2. Assess its quality, identifying strengths and weaknesses. You should do this in two ways: 1) by selecting and applying criteria according to a system of plan evaluation from the readings and/or your independent research and 2) by delving into two or more elements of the plan and describing strengths and weaknesses in detail.

3. Interview at least one person associated with either the creation of the plan or who is otherwise familiar with it as an advocate, supporter, or critic.

4. Make recommendations for improving the plan and explain what characteristics of the plan you would adopt in your own future work.

The following are a mix of land use plans at a variety of scales.

- Coney Island Strategic Plan in New York
- Airport Boulevard Plan in Austin, Texas
- HemisFair Master Plan in San Antonio, Texas
- A Portland EcoDistrict Plan
- Seattle Comprehensive Plan
- Plan El Paso
- Comprehensive Plan for Tysons Corner. Fairfax County, Virginia
- Miami 21
- North Shore Plan: Pa'ala'a to Kapaeloa
- Kigali Sub Area Plans, Kigali, Rwanda, South Africa
- Wicker Park Bucktown Master Plan
- Buffalo Green Code
- Buffalo Brownfield Opportunities
- London Plan
- Detroit Future City
- Other plans may be suggested, but must be approved in advance.

Your team must submit a plan evaluation of at least 20 pages that applies plan criteria to evaluation the plan.

Final Take Home Quiz

The final take home quiz will be given on the last day of class and will be due by the final exam period.
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